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ANDREAS RAUH(Human Dynamics Centre, Universität Würzburg)
ON THE ETHICAL-AESTHETIC POTENTIALS

OF SPECIAL ATMOSPHERES

IntroductionA quick Google search can help to illustrate the etymological back-ground of the term ‘atmosphere’: atmosphere is primarily unders-tood in a meteorological sense as the misty sphere of a planet, ablanket that envelops the earth, provides the air we breathe andthus is a precondition for organic life. This type of atmosphere isan area of research for scientists whose study helps to understandweather phenomena and which can potentially improve the wea-
ther-forecast: if or when it will be sunny or rainy. The search resu-lts also point to another meaning of the word ‘atmosphere’. Theterm has found its way into the field of aesthetics. It stands for thefeelings and moods that are floating in the air, virtually concreteand manifest, providing a room with a certain character. This typeof atmosphere is an area of research for philosophers and a lot ofcultural scientists that helps to understand how one’s own feel-ings are influenced and affected by the surrounding space. Thismight eventually result in an improvement of the whether-fore-cast: whether one feels comfortable or uncomfortable.In recent years, this second definition has grown out of thefirst, more tangible meaning, since these days the term ‘atmos-phere’ is a common tool used to describe the spatial diffusion of acertain mood. Nonetheless the meteorological atmosphere impliestwo characteristics that correspond to an aesthetic atmosphere: itsurrounds the subject (and all objects) and it has an effect, an im-pact on the sensual perception.The discourse about atmosphere is easy and difficult in e-qual measure. On the one hand it is easy because it is a knownphenomenon. The term ‘atmosphere’ is used wherever design andstaging contribute to our perception of a given environment – sovirtually everywhere. In the areas of consumption and marketingespecially, atmospheres surround us all the time and everywhere;we only need to consider the time and effort that’s been put into
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arousing particular moods in shopping centres by means of light,sound, smell and spatial organisation. We must not forget that ineveryday life atmosphere plays an important role: politicians stri-ve for discussions in a ‘constructive atmosphere’, pupils try to im-prove themselves in a ‘supportive atmosphere’, and we create a‘comfortable atmosphere’ in our living-rooms.On the other hand it is difficult to talk about atmospherewhen it comes to scientific descriptions. The atmosphere is not anobject of research that is particularly objective. It is merely a hard-to-grasp phenomenon that requires all of a researcher’s sensualawareness and her or his Leib, ‘the living body’. In a scientificcommunity that could be characterized by a materialistic culturalmatrix, the focus lies on the Körper, ‘the physical body’ and theinteraction between bodies. The difference between the terms
Leib, ‘living body’, and Körper, ‘body’, indicates that when the liv-ing body becomes merely the body something is lost. In order totalk and think about atmosphere a person must be sentient, andthat is a fact that some scientists refuse to accept as a genuine re-quirement of research.This gap between easy and difficult discussions recurs with-in an academic context: as it is very hard to describe and thus jus-tify the phenomenon, how might we answer questions such as:
can we create atmospheres? How can we create atmospheres? Canwe be sure we will create what we want to create? The architectMark Wigley states:At the same time, those who embrace effect cannot approach atmos-phere directly – cannot point to it, cannot teach it. Atmosphere escapesthe discourse about it. By definition, it lacks definition. It is precisely thatwhich escapes analysis. Any specific proposal for constructing atmos-phere, no matter how changeable or indeterminate, is no longer atmos-pheric.1More recently, architectural academic Achim Hahn has made simi-lar remarks, noting for example that «the claim that atmospheres(especially one’s experiences of landscapes) can be created in the
1 M. Wigley, Die Architektur der Atmosphäre, in G. Auer - U. Conrads et al. (hrsg.), Kons-
truktion von Atmosphären. Constructing atmospheres, Gütersloh, Bertelsmann, 1998, p.27.
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process of conception or can be structurally anticipated must becriticized and rejected»2.

Fig. 1. Advertisement from «Manager Magazine»: amicable agreementAs to cast further doubts about the validity of atmospheres as aphenomenon: when we look at the advertisement from «ManagerMagazine» we can clearly see that the atmosphere is neither frien-dly nor constructive. The text-bubble says: «In the press conferen-ce they will say that they reached an amicable agreement». Thisreminds us of the politicians we mentioned earlier, carrying outtheir discussions in a ‘constructive atmosphere’. Which brings usto the question: could the idea of ‘atmosphere’ simply be a rhetor-ical phenomenon – a weasel word, a concealing phrase?
2 A. Hahn, Erlebnis Landschaft und das Erzeugen von Atmosphären, in A. Hahn (hrsg.),
Erlebnislandschaft. Erlebnis Landschaft? Atmosphären im architektonischen Entwurf,Bielefeld, transcript, 2012, p. 85. (my trans.).
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Despite all these issues, how can it be explained that in a lotof creative fields (such as theatre, architecture, marketing, design,art and art education…) atmosphere is referred to, not only as aspeculative concept, but as an enormously important term to de-scribe moods and feelings in a given surrounding? How does thehard-to-grasp phenomenon differ from the product of someoneworking in the creative sphere, who deals with atmospheres everyday when making design decisions? The gap between the theoryand the practice of the concept of atmosphere may have one of itssources in the theoretical desire to fully comprehend a given idea.This always raises philosophical questions of language that goalong with different ontological conceptions. For the existence ofatmosphere as a phenomenon to be justified, it must be affirmedby means of everyday experience.While I am aware of the substantial problems that may re-sult from the atmospheric, I will focus on the special relationshipthat has given its name to this symposium – the relation betweenethics and aesthetics. In the following I will tentatively exploresome of the potentials that atmospheres (especially those of spe-cial atmospheres) provide in respect of this relationship. This willnot create a new concept, but may lead to a more specialised un-derstanding of phenomena and disciplines. Firstly, I will touch onatmospheres in aesthetics, adding a few notes on atmospheres inethics. Then, I will briefly explain what a special atmosphere is.And, finally, I will make some concluding points about ethical-aesthetic potentials.
Atmospheres in aestheticsWhat is the meaning of atmospheres in aesthetics? The HendrikChristian Andersen Museum – where the colloquium took place inwhich I first presented this paper – could serve as evidence of theexistence of atmospheres. In an article about the question ofwhether sculptures are atmospheres, Siegfried Mack considers theexistence of an atmospheric void. «No, not completely. For an at-mosphere prevails and comes into existence for the beholder allthe time, and everywhere and all the more when it comes to art»3.The whole of the art world deals in atmospheres: the artistbrings atmospheric values into her or his works of art. Curators
3 S. Mack, Sind ATMOSPHÄRE(N) eine Skulptur? Versuch einer fachdidaktisch motivierten
Sachanalyse, in S. Graupner - K. Herbold - A. Rauh (hrsg.), Gretchenfragen: Kunstpädago-
gik, Ästhetisches Interesse, Atmosphären, München, kopaed, 2010, p. 189. (my trans.).
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and managers of exhibitions try to detect the atmospheric proper-ties of artworks and arrange them in an exhibition room to thebest advantage. The exhibition room itself exudes history and isdesigned in a specific architectural style. Mack focuses on sculp-ture and its surroundings when he remarks:As everybody knows, sculptures in the typical sense originate from rawmaterials via the removal of parts of the same, which becomes rubbishand therefore part of the surroundings of the work. […] Every new instal-lation and exhibition of a sculpture – regardless of location – reiteratesthe original polarity between the artefact and its surroundings. In thiscontext both are givers. An aesthetically attractive atmosphere emergesfrom this interaction.4In the conceptual history of the term ‘atmosphere’ this interactionwas treated as the interaction between artwork and spectator, e-specially the decline of that interaction when it comes to technicalreproducibility. A lot of literature deals with the previously estab-lished term for atmosphere: the ‘aura’. Walter Benjamin defines itas a «strange weave of space and time: the unique appearance orsemblance of distance, no matter how close it may be»5. Thus hedescribes the special kind of perception and cognition that isstrongly linked to the presence of artifacts and one’s own pres-ence. The space that surrounds both the object and the subject ofperception regains an important role. The space matters: «For no-ne of the conceivable preconditions for sculpture are as unmistak-able as ‘space’»6. This space helps establish an attitude of percep-tion and expectation. Two modes of perception stem from the con-cept of aura: to inhale an aura («Auraatmen») and to return a gaze(«Blickbelehnung»)7, a passive and an active mode of perception.These two provide the basis for an understanding of the conceptof atmospheres.Gernot Böhme’s definition of atmospheres states that they«constitute the ‘in-between’ between environmental qualities andhuman sensibilities»8. It’s about the relationship between, on the
4 Ibid., p. 190 (my trans.).5 P. Osborne - M. Charles, Walter Benjamin,http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/benjamin/#ArtTec, 2011.6 S. Mack, op. cit., p. 192.7 See A. Rauh, Die besondere Atmosphäre. Ästhetische Feldforschungen, Bielefeld, trans-cript, 2012, p. 58.8 G. Böhme, Acoustic atmospheres. A contribution to the study of ecological aesthetics,«Soundscape» 1 (2000), 1, p. 14.
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one hand, you being around ‘here and now’ and feeling in a certainway and, on the other hand, how the surroundings start to inter-play with the sentient subject and thus become a repository formoods. Atmospheres may not be intrusive and fully distinct, butthey exist as the small and easily overlooked ‘and’ that connectsand interweaves ‘environmental qualities’ with ‘human sensibili-ties’. In this way, atmospheres are not only the effect but the basisof the way we perceive things.By taking into account the phenomenon of atmospheres wecan discern an emphasis shift: from aesthetics as a theory ofbeauty and judgements about art to a broader understanding ofaesthetics as a theory of sensual perception. The specific question‘What is beautiful?’ develops into the general question ‘What canbe perceived?’.This new view of aesthetics is established as a concept of‘aisthetic’ reality – based on the Greek term aisthesis, which means‘sensual perception’. The idea of ‘aisthetic’ emerged from Böhme’searlier concept of the so called Ecological Nature Aesthetics – inwhich atmospheres had already become a primary focus. Themain question addressed here was how one feels in one’s envi-ronment, how one is «sensual and emotionally affected by one’senvironment»9. Answering this question leads to certain demandsfor a new aesthetic education: «The development of a person’ssensory consciousness, to which art can also be a contributoryfactor, at the same time requires of a person that they reintegratetheir natural being into the way they see themselves, as deman-ded these days by the environmental issues a person faces»10.

9 Id., Für eine ökologische Naturästhetik, Frankfurt am Main, Suhrkamp, 1989, p. 45 (mytrans.).10 Ibid., p. 15 (my trans.).
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Fig. 2. A. Rodin (from left to right), The age of bronze, St. John the Baptist,
Monument to BalzacAtmospheres are vital not only in the field of art but also affect aperson’s daily routines. Despite art only being one of many areaswhere atmospheres are relevant, it can clearly depict atmosphe-res, meaning that it remains a useful tool when exploring atmos-pheric values. As an example, Martin Zenck considers Rilke andhis ideas about Rodin’s sculptural works in this quote:What does Rilke mean when he talks about ‘atmosphere’ with referenceto Rodin’s Monument to Balzac? First of all: the sculpture of the Monu-

ment to Balzac is surrounded by a dense and charged mantle of air,whereas the statue The age of bronze remains statically enclosed in itsspace. The latter lacks the dynamism of the radiance of the sculpture St.
John the Baptist, which, like an aura, causes the surrounding ‘fog’ to re-cede since this radiance has become so intense.11Like the airy sphere around the planet the atmosphere of an art-work is dynamic and floating and it can have different degrees.The development from The age of bronze, via St. John the Baptist,to Monument to Balzac «results in a dynamically conceived expan-sion of the sculpture’s volume which matches that of the space

11 M. Zenck, Atmosphäre – eine ästhetische Kategorie der Unbestimmtheit? Überlegungen
zu Arnold Schönberg, Rainer Maria Rilke, Auguste Rodin, György Ligeti, Claude Debussy
und Paul Cézanne, in R. Goetz - S. Graupner (hrsg.), Atmosphäre(n) II. Interdisziplinäre
Annäherungen an einen unscharfen Begriff, München, kopaed, 2012, p. 120 (my trans.).
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exactly»12. Given the way identity of atmosphere and space is ex-pressed here, and how vagueness plays a part, it is clear why at-mospheres can be so difficult to describe.But against all theoretical and semantic odds, people per-sonally experience atmospheres every day, everywhere. To givean example from outside the art world, let’s turn our attention tothe marketing sector. Philip Kotler started to explore atmospheresas a marketing tool back in 1973. He realised thatOne of the most significant features of the total product is the placewhere it is bought or consumed. In some cases, the place, more specifi-cally the atmosphere of the place, is more influential than the product it-self in the purchase decision. In some cases, the atmosphere is the pri-mary product. Businessmen, however, have tended to neglect atmos-phere as a marketing tool. This is due to two factors. First, men of busi-ness tend to be practical and functional in their thinking; if they werepoetic they probably would not be businessmen. Therefore they havetended to neglect the aesthetic factor in consumption. Secondly, atmos-pheres are a ‘silent language’ in communication.13He then concludes that – with respect to atmospheres – there arethree main art forms that ensure a product is attractive to con-sumers: architecture, interior design and window dressing.14Atmospheres are no longer neglected when it comes to mar-keting or aesthetics. This is due to a change in people’s self-image,to the partial rejection of functional ideology and a tendency to-wards a more poetic approach to perception, thought and descrip-tion. It is also due to more people becoming involved in a discour-se about atmospheres and breaking the silence. As a result, atmo-spheres are relevant to the performance and success of marketingor curating strategies. This success lies in the fact that atmos-pheres are feelings and communicate feelings.
Atmospheres in ethicsWhat is the meaning of atmospheres in ethics? Whereas aestheticsis an area concerned with passive experience and contemplation,ethics is thought of as an area of action, of acting in respect ofwhat is good. Though a common understanding of the disciplinesof ethics and aesthetics depicts them both as being concerned
12 Ibid.13 P. Kotler, Atmospherics as a marketing tool, «Journal of Retailing» 49 (1973), 4, p. 48.14 See ibid., pp. 62-63.
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with values, it’s become more customary to study their differencesrather than their similarities:Ethical judgements are said to be made by reference to general rules andprinciples whereas aesthetic judgements are made by reference to theparticular features of what is judged. In an ethical matter we act towardssome ends whereas in an aesthetic matter we experience something forits own sake.15So these disciplines might be seen to be mutually exclusive. How-ever, artists do place importance on such values and seek to estab-lish a relationship between ethics and aesthetics. The central ar-tistic question in this respect is whether the aesthetic value of anartwork affects its moral value or vice-versa. There has been a lotof discussion on the contribution of art to moral education. Artmay move us to become aware of the misery of some people andvisualise what action we might feel led to take as a result. This be-lief in art’s ethical potency was also shared by Hendrik ChristianAndersen: «Central to the work was Andersen’s belief that art,more specifically monumental Beaux-Arts architecture, couldbring about world peace and international harmony»16. For him,working as an artist meant changing humanity and bringing aboutperfection.It’s worth noting that Andersen sees architecture as beingkey to ‘guiding’ people atmospherically. For the architect GottfriedSemper – who built the Neues Hoftheater in Dresden known asthe Semperoper – atmosphere is the art of theatrical frontage:A long tradition of architectural theory suggests that architecture isnever more than such a theatrical effect. […] Gottfried Semper insistedthat the ‘true atmosphere’ of architecture is ‘the haze of carnival candles’.Architecture is but a stage set that produces a sensuous atmosphere.Semper argued that the full force of architecture is to be found in itsouter surface, the decorative layer through which the atmosphere seem-ingly percolates. Architecture is indistinguishable from décor. To con-struct architecture is simply to prop up a surface that produces an at-mosphere. Architects are special effects experts. The test of their craft isin the thinnest layer of paint, texture, or wallpaper.17
15 D. Collinson, Ethics and aesthetics are one, «The British Journal of Aesthetics» 25(1985), 3, p. 266.16 Hendrik Christian Andersen, from Wikipedia:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hendrik_Christian_Andersen.17 M. Wigley, Die Architektur der Atmosphäre, in G. Auer - U. Conrads et al. (hrsg.), op. cit.,p. 20.
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From this perspective, atmospheres are viewed as the surface ofthe tangible world. Talking about surfaces can lead us to think ofthe word ‘superficial’ and the idea of disguise. The juxtaposition ofethics and aesthetics gives rise to moments of suspicion. In poli-tics, atmospheres seem to function like a mask, like the front of abuilding, like a façade.

Fig. 3. Olympic arrangements in 2012 and 1936But is an atmosphere really masking, really hiding something? Forinstance: the 2012 Olympic ceremonies relied on aesthetic ar-rangements that did not differ a great deal from those used in1936. It’s all about emotions and overwhelming the senses of allwho experience the ceremony. The Olympics enables people toparticipate not only in a sport meeting but also to socialise andbond with kindred spirits18. The attendant crowd is caught by the
18 See for example C. Heibach, Manipulative Atmosphären. Zwischen unmittelbarem Erle-
ben und medialer Konstruktion, in C. Heibach (hrsg.), Atmosphären. Dimensionen eines
diffusen Phänomens, München, Fink, 2012, p. 261.
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‘in-betweenness’ and is not required to act as an individual; it isseen as a new entity created solely for the purpose of the event.But as aesthetic transformation increases its hold on everyday lifeand the design of the environment, it is hard to evaluate the influ-ence and ethical impact of atmospheres. Atmospheres have a cer-tain range between ethics and aesthetics, their borders are undu-lating and vague. Taking into account the definition of atmos-pheres given above, it’s almost impossible to avoid being part ofthe creation and reception of atmospheric values. There are paral-lels with the meteorological atmosphere here: It surrounds us andaffects us to a certain extent (the weather). Now we have to decidewhat effect the aesthetic impression of the atmosphere will have,what ethical conclusion we will derive from it and what our ac-tions might be (the wheather). Let’s apply this to global warmingor global events: as long as aesthetics only refers to the in-betweenness, and to the pursuit of the beautiful by perceivingsomething in the ‘right’ way, and as long as ethics only refers tothe effect, and to the pursuit of the good by acting in the ‘right’way, it is virtually impossible to bridge the gap between these dis-ciplines. Subsequently we have to deal with the terms ‘surface’and ‘coverage’, ‘right’ and ‘wrong’. This results in a black andwhite mode of thought.When it comes to atmospheres in ethics there is also an em-phasis shift: from ethics as a theory of the good action to abroader understanding of ethics as a theory of the good life. Thisimplies the acceptance and appreciation of atmospheres. Thequestion ‘What is good for everyone?’ initially becomes the ques-tion ‘What is good for me?’ and then ‘What I am capable of doing?’.This shift may seem to denote a decrease in ethics. But it is in-tended to help to avoid impracticable ethical rules. On the con-trary, it should result in the awareness of the importance of react-ing to certain situations. These situations emerge from the atmos-pheric pressure that takes hold of a person. In other words: one’sown well-being – as one has come to understand it from the aes-thetic impression of the atmosphere – is what teaches us to haveconcern for others. In her article Aesthetics as a guide to ethicsSherri Irvin similarly argues thatattention to aesthetic values may promote moral motivation; that aes-thetic values should be regarded as constraining moral demands; andthat the pursuit of aesthetic satisfactions may itself have positive moral
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value. These arguments suggest that moral thinking should be aestheti-cally informed to a much greater degree than has been typical.19The emphasis shift results in the awareness that ethics is not onlyabout moral standards but about character and personality: howshould one behave in any given situation; how should one act orreact in various atmospheres; what is the character of the atmos-phere, what is my personality? Consider for example a traffic light.The rule of conduct is clear if it is red or green: stop or drive on.But if it is amber it’s up to your personality: stop early or floor theaccelerator? Just like an atmosphere, the amber traffic light ischaracterised by the in-between: between the distinct ‘stop’ andthe distinct ‘go’. This is comparable to atmospheres, which are notas definite as signs in the world of traffic. They are seldom locatedin a semiotically-explicit terrain. So atmospheres alone do not in-duce a certain type of behaviour like a red traffic light would. Theway atmospheres in ethics and aesthetics are created and per-ceived relies on both a person’s perception, and what they con-tribute to atmospheres. This one person does something goodwith regard to intersubjectivity because of her or his own subjec-tivity, which is atmospherically involved in the situation. That is tosay because of an obviously sensed atmosphere that encloses notonly the subject but everything around.
The special atmosphereTo pinpoint the exact moment a person becomes aware of thephenomenon of atmosphere I have introduced the term «specialatmosphere»20. Before we can identify the specific character of anatmosphere in any given space, we initially sense that there issome force of attraction. For instance, when we enter a museumor set foot in a bank, we are struck by a sense of something thatcan’t be reduced either to our subjective conditions of perceptionor to the objective conditions of the surrounding space. We mightsimply describe this something as ‘special’. At this point in ourperception we don’t make recourse to our sensory or atmosphericbackground knowledge, or try to hone our judgement. We won’tknowingly remember previous occasions when we were exposedto certain atmospheres that can be compared to the current one.
19 S. Irvin, Aesthetics as a guide to ethics, in R. Stecker - T. Gracyk (eds.), Aesthetics today:
a reader, Lanham, Rowman & Littlefield, 2010, p. 376.20 See A. Rauh, op. cit., p. 158.
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So the special atmosphere defines the specific moment whenwe perceive an atmosphere, when we recognise the envelopingeffect of surroundings that have a certain tinge to them. It’s thepoint where the qualitative characteristics of the phenomenon areretrieved and one is able to bridge the ‘conceptional’ gap betweenthe subject and the object. We are in-between. And the atmos-phere reveals a dual existence: the well-being – how we feel, in-cluding the ethical sense – and the where-being – where we are,above all in the aesthetic sense. It should be noted that the ‘spe-cial’ atmosphere is not the same as a ‘particular’ atmosphere.There is a slight difference: the particular atmosphere is attrib-uted to a specific place and is a once-off. A special atmosphere canoccur in any number of places, but it must be recognised by a per-son, i.e. someone who is sentient. It exists whenever a person issuddenly aware of an atmosphere – in relation to their ‘well-being’ and their ‘where-being’. When we sense a special atmos-phere we not only perceive, but also have an idea of what is hap-pening with us. In this way we can be aware of how we participatein the creation of the atmosphere and the potential actions thatare available to us. It gradually becomes clear that the atmos-pheric phenomenon is not merely sensory, but an attitude, amind-set: what we perceive will influence the way we perceive,and how we will perceive things in the future. In a stressful at-mosphere our perception of things is coloured by stress. If we areused to atmospheric spaces, if we are familiar with the concept ofatmospheric spaces, then we can recognise the effect that an at-mosphere is having on us at a particular point in time, and try toescape its impact or at least make it a subject of discussion. Thespecial atmosphere occurs when we become aware of atmosphereas a phenomenon per se. The way our surroundings appear is af-fected by the way we appear and vice versa. The potential for eth-ics and aesthetics to interact also lies in our awareness of the ‘in-between’ of atmospheres.
Concluding ethical-aesthetic potentials of special atmospheresWe have already dipped into the relationship between ethics andaesthetics, and taken a brief general look at these two areas ofthought. We looked at them in the context of the problems of sci-entific discourse and the gap between easy and difficult discus-sions about atmospheres. Now I will propose three potentials of
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atmospheres where the juxtaposition of ethics and aesthetics isconcerned.Commonly aesthetics strives for betweenness and conse-quently for a specific kind of perception, whereas ethics strives fora specific kind of effect and action. Broadly speaking it is like the
vita contemplativa in contrast to the vita activa. Each of theseterms represents a vision of how life should be lived – whetherfocused on perception and aesthetics or focused on action andethics. If we want to demonstrate the common understanding ofthe relationship between ethics and aesthetics, we just have tolisten to Wittgenstein saying: «In all great art there is a WILDbeast: tamed»21. Something has to set boundaries for the wild andimpetuous. And, if art does this, then we can enjoy the wild. Thebeast is trapped in the weave of space and time: we can inhale itsaura. Without the aesthetic boundary we would be affected by thebeast in another dimension. The ethical field is also more associ-ated with emotions than with rational argumentation: «This feel-ing that something is wrong, […] is an authentic, aestheticallygrounded moral experience»22.The emphasis shift has shown that other questions emergewhen we sense an atmosphere. Actions stem from moods embed-ded in atmospheres and also aim to influence the moods embed-ded in atmospheres. Here the disciplines start to converge. In pa-rentheses, Wittgenstein states: «Ethics and aesthetics are one»23.This sentence doesn’t imply that one discipline equates the other,rather it implies a mutual relation – as can be seen if we look at asynopsis of Aristotle’s concept of ethics and Moritz Geiger’s con-cept of phenomenological aesthetics, a synopsis of harmonic lifeand the combination of internal and external focus24. Wittgen-stein’s oneness of ethics and aesthetics has a transcendental basisand derives from a
21 L. Wittgenstein, Vermischte Bemerkungen, in Id., Werkausgabe, Band 8, Frankfurt amMain, Suhrkamp, 1984, p. 502 (my trans.).22 M. Hauskeller, The relation between ethics and aesthetics in connection with moral
judgments about gene technology,http://www.academia.edu/2895795/The_Relation_between_Ethics_and_Aesthetics_in_Connection_with_Moral_Judgements_about_Gene_Technology, p. 11.23 L. Wittgenstein, Tractatus logico-philosophicus, in Id., Werkausgabe, Band 1, Frankfurtam Main, Suhrkamp, 2006, p. 83, 6.421: «It is clear that ethics cannot be expressed.Ethics are transcendental. (Ethics and aesthetics are one.)».24 See A. Janik, Das Ästhetische im Ethischen und das Ethische im Ästhetischen, in W. Lüt-terfelds - S. Majetschak (hrsg.), «Ethik und Ästhetik sind Eins» Beiträge zu Wittgensteins
Ästhetik und Kunstphilosophie, Frankfurt am Main, Peter Lang, 2007, p. 12.
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sub specie aeternitatis attitude: an attentive seeing that is unimpeded byany manifestation of the empirical self. Aesthetically speaking this stanceenables us to see and know another person or object as a whole world,as a sovereign. Ethically speaking it enables us to see and know that eachone of us belongs with the world as a whole, where everybody is on thesame level.25This mind-set is reminiscent of the impact atmospheres have onus. So the first potential of atmospheres exists in the in-between-
ness. In an atmosphere there is no gap between the internal andthe external, between subject and object and – furthermore – be-tween ethics and aesthetics. In-between there is no neither-nor butan as-well-as. And that helps to reverse the antagonism of ethicsand aesthetics. Value-based feelings and moods shape our per-sonalities and are also stimulated by art and other aesthetic ar-rangements. The in-betweenness of an atmosphere leads to ac-tions and reactions with reference to human sensibilities as wellas surrounding qualities – especially when we are faced with aspecial atmosphere. Is this different to previous concepts of ethicsor aesthetics? Certainly. Not least because the theory of atmos-pheres emphasises the weave between the parameters of percep-tion and thus highlights that the subject-object-nexus is obsoletein an as-well-as situation. We can gain a playful insight into theinteraction between subject and object, so to speak, the interplaybetween the vita contemplativa and the vita activa. «It is the taskof Ecological Nature Aesthetics to insist that for a healthy, if not agood life, the environment must be experienced with reference tocertain aesthetic qualities»26. New forms of entities come into ex-istence, for example ‘semi-objects’, as conceptualised by HermannSchmitz and further explained by Tonino Griffero in his new book
Quasi-cose, in which he refers to such semi-objects as distress,embarrassment, the glance and the glimmer. Given a semi-objectthere is no need to ask where it was when it wasn’t here – for ex-ample: where was the wind when it wasn’t blowing?In-betweenness was the first potential. The second potentialof atmospheres is the development of aesthetic interest. The specialatmosphere leads to heightened interest in a particular situation.From this initial aesthetic interest, an increasingly advanced in-
25 D. Collinson, op. cit., p. 271.26 G. Böhme, Für eine ökologische Naturästhetik cit., p. 92 (my trans.).
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terest might be developed27. The interest is geared towards aes-thetic and ethical values that ensure a relationship between theinterested person and her or his individually chosen issues. Theaesthetic value serves as a basis for the ethical. «The aesthetic is acentral dimension of a good life, and a life’s being good for theperson living it has considerable moral weight, both in itself andbecause of the positive consequences for others that stem fromit»28. The aesthetic interest originates from personal well-being(Befinden) and radiates outwards, i.e. the affected person developsan ethical interest. Moral agency depends on «integration and in-terweaving, an essentially creative process that involves the ap-plication of aesthetic criteria among others»29. A person with anaesthetic interest not only arranges her or his living-room in anaesthetic-atmospheric sense but also takes an interest in, andperhaps even takes action that is beneficial to the meteorological-atmospheric living room. Provision and prevention are aestheti-cally acquired attitudes that are comparable to the earth’s atmos-phere, i.e. it provides us with the air we breathe and prevents theair from disappearing into outer space. In Wittgenstein’s conver-gence of ethics and aesthetics these attitudes are brought to-gether:Just as the aesthetic object is the single thing seen as if it were a wholeworld, so the ethical object, or life, is the multiplicity of the world seen asa single object. In aesthetic contemplation the single object is ‘my wholeworld’; in ethical contemplation the multiplicity of the world is seen as awhole and is ‘my whole world’.30This means that ethical and aesthetic values are one. In the sameway that an evaluation of the situation takes place in a special at-mosphere, a re-evaluation can take place in a well-known atmos-phere.This brings us to the third potential of atmospheres: the re-
evaluation. Since all perception is specific, every form of percep-tion consists of particular constituents, which result in a frame-work of perception that necessarily exclude other constituents.Above all, the special atmosphere indicates well-being and where-

27 See R. Goetz, Atmosphäre und ästhetisches Interesse, in R. Goetz - S. Graupner (hrsg.),
op. cit., p. 250.28 S. Irvin, op. cit., p. 377.29 Ibid., p. 375.30 D. Collinson, op. cit., p. 269.
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being and is thereby able to induce an aesthetic interest that ques-tions the paradigm of perception, what it shows or what it hides.This is not meant in a contemplative but in an active sense: we arealso responsible for the atmosphere that surrounds us. «If oneunderstands sensuousness as a bodily presence, there’s a dualityin this idea from the start: our surroundings become perceptiblein our well-being [Befinden], and we radiate an atmosphere in oursurroundings»31. So the perceiver and the creator are one and thesame. This shows a disparity that is primarily relevant to peoplewho work in the creative sector, where atmosphere is a factor.One has to be aware of the gapbetween the intended atmosphere and the perceived atmosphere. The in-
tended atmosphere is the set of sensory qualities that the designer of theartificial environment sought to imbue in the space. […] On the otherhand, the perceived atmosphere may vary for different customers. One’sreactions to colours, sounds, noises, and temperatures are partlylearned.32This gap may be closed if a person expands her or his aestheticinterest via atmospheric engagement and consequently acquiresatmospheric background knowledge. As a result the atmosphereprovides a «role model for a new type of subject»33 and installsaesthetic justice as a justice towards the heterogeneous. But this isnot simply a re-evaluation of perception and action using atmos-pheres. It is also a re-evaluation of the atmosphere itself. PhilipKotler, for whom atmospheres serve as a marketing tool, advicesus «that implemented atmospheres must be periodically re-evaluated in relation to new possibilities and competitive devel-opments. Atmospheres exhibit a strong wear-out effect overtime»34. It is impossible to perceive an atmosphere without beinga sentient subject that is wholly present. By perceiving and pro-ducing atmospheres, this subject has the opportunity to perpetu-ally re-evaluate the present atmosphere. And even if the atmos-phere in an Olympic arena resembles a previous production, theforce of attraction doesn’t necessarily exert the same influence ona person’s action: this is because of re-evaluation. And finallythere is a re-evaluation of disciplines as already mentioned. Aes-

31 G. Böhme, Für eine ökologische Naturästhetik cit., p. 34 (my trans.).32 P. Kotler, op. cit., p. 51.33 W. Welsch, Grenzgänge der Ästhetik, Stuttgart, Reclam, 1996, p. 127 (my trans.).34 P. Kotler, op. cit., p. 62.
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thetics and ethics expand and form an alliance of relevance for therelationship between sensibilities and surrounding qualities, be-tween the good life and aesthetic qualities.Google search results are essentially links to other parts ofthe Internet, which itself can be characterised as a space withoutphysical presence. So the search results only point to our under-standing of atmospheres as feelings and moods that are floating inthe air. A real sense of an atmosphere cannot be found in the In-ternet but must be cultivated and exercised – all the more sowhere ethical-aesthetic potentials of atmosphere are concerned. Amuseum location may serve as a basis for discussion on atmos-pheres as it contains art. And art deals with atmospheres and itmay guide the whether-forecast: whether one feels comfortable oruncomfortable in an aesthetic or ethical way.


